CAREER CENTER UPDATE

Job Seeking in 2020 is Easier Than Ever!

Get to the Right Job Faster

Spend less time searching and more time applying to relevant positions with (Career Center Name)'s new, immersive Job Search page. The new layout allows you to view job search results and job details on one screen, making searches faster. Come see the new design today and explore the new features:

- **Real Time Filters:** Same great advanced filters, now with real-time updating
- **New View:** New "Pane View" makes job searches faster
- **Take a Tour:** Guide walk-through training available on demand
- **Career Matches:** Find relevant jobs easier with the updated Jobs You May Like section
- **Bookmarked Jobs:** Bookmark jobs using the new star logo and apply when you're ready

START YOUR SEARCH

NEW YORK EVENTS
Fintech is clearly embedded in all aspects of the financial services industry. Advancements in artificial intelligence (AI) and cyber have enabled the fintech industry to advance more rapidly. We have come a long way from when innovation begun with the first ATM! From currency trading to mobile payments, online banking to insurance, regular way lending to marketplace lending. The FWA’s International Business Conference will take place in Israel in February 2020 where we will see first-hand the degree of tech dynamism and disruption in a number of sectors, but certainly in the FINTECH arena.

Please join us for this exciting and timely introduction to companies and developments that are transforming the financial services industry globally! Israel is a center of FINTECH innovation and New York is also growing as a hub in this space. This program in New York will introduce us to some of the Israeli-based companies who are making an impact here in the US. We are honored to be joined by Inon Elroy, the Israeli Minister of Economics for North America, who will present an overview of the state of the industry. In addition, we will hear from two fast growing, high performing fintech firms.

**Date & Time:** Thursday, January 16, 2020 | 5:45 PM – 8:00 PM

**Location:** Weil, Gotschal & Manges LLP Conference Center | General Motors Building | 767 Fifth Avenue | NYC

**Cost:** $25 FWA Members | $50 Non-Members | Refreshments included

[Register Now]

**MEMBER BENEFITS**

**New Theater Discount for the Holidays**

Save up to $50 off the regular price for "The Lightening Thief" *The Percy Jackson Musical* for performances through January 5th.

[Show Detail & Promo Code]
Our President's Circle Members publish award-winning white papers, receive industry recognition for their innovative programs and generous community support.

MetLife Recognized for Commitment to Hispanic Inclusion – MetLife

WOMEN IN THE NEWS

Want to Be a Great Leader? How Cooperation, Sharing and Belonging Predict Success – FORBES

Want a Fresh Start at Work? Get Organized With These 7 Easy Steps – PAYSCALE

How Much Would You Pay to Work Less? – BLOOMBERG

Does a Company Really Care About Diversity and Inclusion? Here's How to Tell – FAST COMPANY

When Women Like Gabrielle Union Are 'Difficult'– FORTUNE

What's Your Holiday Money Mantra? – REFINERY29

This One Question Helped Me Negotiate to Make as Much as My Male Counterpart – MONEY

Why Investors React Negatively to Companies That Put Women on Their Boards – HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW

How to Fix the Broken Rung – FORBES

Join the FWA Today -- Contact Us at -- fwamembership@fwa.org

The FWA: Accelerating the Leadership and Success of Women across the financial community in all industries, by advancing careers, fostering alliances and preparing the current and next generation of professionals.
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